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Abstract
In this paper we aim to find exactly the same shoes from the online shop (shop scenario), given a daily shoe photo (street scenario). There are large visual differences
between the street and shop scenario shoe images. To handle the discrepancy of different
scenarios, we learn a feature embedding for shoes via a multi-task view-invariant convolutional neural network (MTV-CNN), the feature activations of which reflect the inherent
similarity between any two shoe images. Specifically, we propose a new loss function
that minimizes the distances between images of the same shoes captured from different
viewpoints. To train the proposed MTV-CNN in a more efficient way, an attribute-based
hard example weighting and mining strategy is developed to smartly select the hard negative examples. To evaluate the performance of the proposed MTV-CNN, we collect a
large-scale multi-view shoe dataset with semantic attributes (MVShoe) from the daily life
and online shopping websites. Experiments on the dataset demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed method.
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Introduction

In recent years, due to the huge profits from the online fashion market, there is increasing
attention in the visual fashion analysis, including clothing retrieval [9], parsing [10, 11],
handbag recognition [20], etc. However, visual research on shoes is still not well-explored
while of equal importance in terms of necessity in real life and great potentials the online
shoe market has brought. The following occasion often occurs in our daily life: when we are
walking on the street and see a pair of beautiful shoes displayed on the shop window or worn
on others’ feet, we would like to find the exact same shoes from the online store. As several
words are far from enough to depict the overall appearances of their specified shoe item, it
is essential to develop a visual shoe retrieval system. In this paper, we are developing such a
system, namely the street-to-shop shoe retrieval, where the goal is to return exactly the same
shoe item according to a daily shoe photo.
Designing such a system is highly challenging in three aspects: I) cross-domain differences. It can be seen from the left of Fig. 1 that even the exactly matched shoe items (image
pairs in the dashed grid) have large visual discrepancies in the background, viewpoint, scale,
illumination, etc; II) subtle differences in appearances. The shoes belonging to the same
style might differ from each other in fine-grained details as shown in the top row on the right
c 2017. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Challenge Ⅱ

Challenge Ⅰ

Challenge Ⅲ

Fig. 1: Illustrations of main challenges in the street-to-shop shoe retrieval. Challenge I)
cross-domain differences; Challenge II) subtle differences in appearances; Challenge III)
viewpoint variation for the same shoe item.

of Fig. 1; III) viewpoint variation for the same shoe item. Shoes are usually displayed in a
variety of views as demonstrated in the last row on the right of Fig. 1. Although the system
is capable of searching for the exactly matched online store images with similar viewpoint as
that of the query, it might still fail to find the same item with a less similar view. To deal with
the aforementioned challenges, we need to learn an efficient feature embedding to 1) reduce
the feature distance between the same shoe in different scenarios, 2) distinguish fine-grained
differences, and 3) reduce ambiguous feature representation from different views.
In this paper, we propose a novel multi-task view-invariant CNN (MTV-CNN) to learn
such feature embedding for shoes and our overall framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
triplet examples are fed forward into the proposed MTV-CNN to minimize the distances of
features of the same shoes and enlarge that of different shoes. To capture the local finegrained details of the shoes and pull closer the feature embeddings of different view images
in the positive bag, we incorporate another two auxiliary tasks, attribute prediction (La ) and
view invariance (Lv ). In order to learn a discriminative feature representation that differentiates shoes with similar low-level features but with different high-level semantics, we develop
an attribute-based hard example weighting and sampling strategy to smartly select the hard
negative images in the triplet examples. More specifically, the triplets are weighted by the
hierarchical properties of the multi-class attribute and higher weights are assigned to harder
examples. Finally, a semantic-aware view-invariant shoe representation is obtained from the
proposed MTV-CNN.
Our contributions can be summarized as the following: 1) we develop a multi-task viewinvariant triplet network that jointly minimizes the distance between the same shoe in different scenarios while maximizes that between different shoes, e.g., triplet network makes
anchor and positive images of the same shoe from different scenarios have closer feature distance (conquering challenge I); 2) we incorporate the high-level semantic attributes and design an attribute-based hard example (e.g., image pairs with similar feature but large attribute
distance) weighting and mining strategy to differentiate the subtle differences in appearances
(conquering challenge II); 3) we propose a view-invariant loss that aims to minimize the feature distances of different view images for the same shoes and achieve an view-invariant
representation (conquering challenge III).
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Fig. 2: The online and off-line modules for the schematic view of our street-to-shop shoe
retrieval method. The proposed MTV-CNN consists of 6 parallel networks with shared parameters, the input of which contains the triplet examples (negative, anchor, and positive
images) and different view images of the same shoe item (positive bag).
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Related Work

Deep Convolutional Neural Network for Metric Learning: Recently, researchers have
begun to integrate the metric learning into the framework of CNN, namely Siamese network
and the triplet network. The former consists of two symmetric branches that take the image
pairs as the inputs. It has been successfully applied to the problem of product design [2],
sketch-based image retrieval [17], image-patch matching [21], etc. The triplet network is
shown to be superior to the Siamese network [7] with three images as the input. Wang et
al [18] built a multi-scale triplet network for learning the image similarity. The recent work
by Zhang et al. [23] investigated the structure of the class label for fine-grained feature representation and Liu et al. [8] proposed a Coupled Cluster Loss (CCL) to pull the positive
vehicle images closer. However, there still remains one common problem of these approaches: how to efficiently select the hard examples in the triplets. Existing hard example mining
strategy involved in [14] only computes the feature-level distance to differentiate the hard
negatives and doesn’t fully exploit the semantic attribute information. In this work, the hard
examples are evaluated in both the feature-level and attribute-level. Furthermore, we develop
an attribute-based hard negative weighting and sampling strategy.
Multi-Task Learning: Multi-Task Learning (MTL) is about jointly optimizing several
tasks, which has achieved better performances and improved learning efficiency, compared
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to solving multiple tasks independently. Its effectiveness has been proven in a variety of
computer vision areas such as face landmark localization [24], face detection [22], etc. Nevertheless, it is still new in the fashion area, especially on shoes, possibly due to the absence of
accurate attribute labels. The most relevant work is [12], which proposed to learn the clothes
feature by jointly optimizing the clothing landmark detection and attribute prediction. Our
work differs from [12] in the sense that the retrieval of shoes has its unique challenge due to
the various viewpoints of shoes in the fashion image. To address this problem, we design a
view-invariant loss over the multi-task framework and obtain a view-invariant semantic shoe
feature representation.

3

Street-to-Shop Shoe Retrieval

To learn a semantic-aware and view-invariant shoe feature representation, we fully make
use of the attribute-level annotations of shoes and leverage the multi-task learning to train
the triplet network with two auxiliary tasks: 1) attribute prediction (La ); 2) preserving the
viewpoint invariance within same shoes (view-invariant loss Lv ). The main task is to the pull
images of the same shoe item closer while push images of different shoes far from each other
(weighted triplet loss Lt ).

3.1

Triplet Network

The triplet network aims to learn an effective embedding and a similarity metric so that
images of the same shoe item are clustered and images of different shoes are pushed away.
Let us denote a training set as X = {xik |i = 1, 2, ..., N}, where N is the total number of shoe
items and xik indicates the k-th image of the i-th shoe item. Given a triplet of shoe images
{xia , xip , xnj }, xia (anchor) and xip (positive) have the same shoe item label, while xnj (negative)
belongs to another item. Here the anchor is randomly selected from the training shoe item
set X, the positive image shares the same shoe item ID as the anchor while the negative
image belongs to a different shoe item. We wish to learn a deep embedding network fw (·),
which minimizes Euclidean distances d( fw (xia ), fw (xip )) of the matched pairs (xia , xip ) while
maximizes the distances d( fw (xia ), fw (xnj )) between the non-matched pairs (xia , xnj ). Inspired
by [15], we normalize the feature distances to get the unit norm rather than the features. A
softmax layer is built on top of the feature distances so that they are within the range of [0, 1].


exp d( fw (xia ), fw (xip ))



,
l+ =
(1)
exp d( fw (xia ), fw (xip )) + exp d( fw (xia ), fw (xnj ))
and



exp d( fw (xia ), fw (xnj ))



.
l− =
exp d( fw (xia ), fw (xip )) + exp d( fw (xia ), fw (xnj ))

(2)

Thus the triplet loss L to be minimized is defined as:
2
2
L(xip , xia , xnj ) = 0.5 × [(1 − l− )2 + l+
] = l+
.

(3)

Compared to the triplet network with the contrastive loss [14], the ratio triplet loss in Eq. (3) is less sensitive to the margin parameter, which has a large impact on the convergence
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speed and optimization of the network. Here different triplet examples are assigned with equal weights and the proposed attribute-based hard example weighting strategy is introduced
in Section 3.4.

3.2

Attribute Prediction

Because the fully-connected layer involves a large number of parameters, for ease of network
optimization, only the anchor image is fed into the fully-connected layer to compute the
attribute prediction loss. The attributes are annotated based on each shoe item. Through
this work, we deal with the multi-class attributes and M is the number of the multi-class
M
attributes. Let ai = {a1i , a2i , ...am
i , ..., ai } represent the attribute labels for the i-th shoe item
m,1 m,2
m,Gm
m
and ai = {ai , ai , ..., ai
} denotes a vector indicating the attribute membership for
the m-th multi-class attribute. Here Gm is the number of attributes in the m-th multi-class
attribute. As the number of training data with specific attribute labels varies, the weighted
softmax loss for the task of m-th attribute prediction Lm is formulated as follows:
Gm

m,g
Lm = − ∑ w̄m,g 1(am,g
i ) log pi ,

m = 1, 2, ..., M,

(4)

g=1

where pim,g =

m,g
exp(zi )
m,g
Gm
∑g=1 exp(zi )

indicates the probability of assigning xi to the g-th class in the m-

th multi-class attribute and zm,g
is the output from the softmax layer of g-th node. Here 1(·)
i
is the indicator function. Take the “Toe Shape” (m-th multi-class attribute) as an example,
pm,g
is to compute the probability of the given shoe item xi belonging to the “Pointy Toe”
i
class (g-th class). The weights are inversely proportional to the number of training samples
defined as w̄m,g =

1
Nm,g
Gm
1
∑g=1 Nm,g

, where Nm,g is the number of training samples with the attribute

label g in the m-th multi-class attribute. Thus, the attribute prediction loss over all the M
multi-class attributes is computed as below:
La =

3.3

1 M
∑ Lm .
M m=1

(5)

View Invariance

To deal with the challenge III in Section 1, we design a novel view-invariant loss Lv and
our goal is to minimize Lv so that the shop-scenario images in varied viewpoints are drawn
1 , ..., xNs }, which contains N street
closer. Assume that the i-th shoe is depicted by Xi,s = {xi,s
s
i,s
No
1
shoe images, and Xi,o = {xi,o , ..., xi,o } which contains No online shoe photos. Here we treat
the online shoe photos for the same shoes as a positive bag and make the features of the
images in the positive bag similar to each other. This can be formulated to minimize the
j
k ) in the online shoe photo set X , which can be
mutual distance of any image pair (xi,o
, xi,o
i,o
written as:
1 nd 2
j
k
Lv (Xi,o ) =
d ( f (xi,o
), f (xi,o
)),
(6)
2 × nd ∑
j,k
where nd is the number of pairs sampled from the positive bag X o and d(·) is the Euclidean
distance. Indeed, it is desirable to feed all the online store shoe images inside the positive
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bag into the batch for computation. However, due to the memory bottle neck of deep triplet
network, three shop-scenario examples are randomly selected to form the mini-batch. Thus
in this paper we set nd = 3 in our experiments. Therefore, the multi-task loss function J over
a mini-batch to be minimized is a weighted combined loss of the above mentioned main task
and three auxiliary tasks:
J0 =

1
T

T

∑ [L(xip , xia , xnj ) + αv Lv (X o ) + βa La ],

(7)

i, j∈X

where αv , βa , are the weights to indicate the importance of each auxiliary tasks and T is the
number of triplet examples in a mini-batch. What is worth to mention is that the conventional
triplet loss in Eq. (3) assigns the equal importance to each triplet example, and the following
Section 3.4 will introduce how to impose the weights on the triplet examples to compute the
weighted triplet loss Lt (as shown in Fig. 2).

3.4

Attribute-based Hard Triplet Weighting Strategy

To further learn a semantic and discriminative shoe feature representation, we design a novel attribute-based hard triplet weighting and mining scheme. The whole procedure can be
summarized into the following three stages:
Stage 1: Random Selection. In the first 10 epoches, the MTV-CNN is trained with the
multi-task loss J0 in Eq. (7) and the triplet examples are assigned with equal weight. The
anchor as well as the negative examples in the triplets are randomly chosen from the training
set X.
Stage 2: Hard Negative Weighting and Sampling. After the step 1 of the random selection, the training shoe items are forward through the learnt embedding network fw (·) and
the feature representation for the training shoes is denoted as Z = {z1 , z2 , ..., zN } ∈ RN×512 .
Then the pairwise Euclidean distance matrix D0 and the neighboring affinity map L̃0 can be
computed. Each entry L̃0 (i, j) represents the j-th closest neighboring item to the particular
i-th item in the embedding space. The top 40% closest neighboring items (for each i-th item)
of the affinity map L̃0 are chosen as the Rate-1 hard negative pool N1 , where the negatives
are sampled from.
The rational behind our attribute-based weighting scheme is that if the anchor and negative in the triplet have less resemblance in semantic attributes but are close in the feature
space, then we rate this triplet with a higher level of difficulty. In other words, the particular
triplet is imposed with higher weight. Fig. 3 demonstrates the hierarchical tree-structured
grouping of the multi-class “Toe Shape” attribute. It is composed of three levels, Level-0,
Level-1 and Level-2. For the comparison pair (i, j), the attribute-based weighting matrix Wa
in the semantic space is computed as follows:
Mp

Wa (i, j) =

∑ dam (ami , ame ),

(8)

m=1

where the lower index e = L̃0 (i, j) indicates the j-th closest neighboring item, M p is the
number of part-aware semantic attributes and dam is the pairwise distance of the m-th attribute
in the semantic space, defined as follows:
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Fig. 3: Hierarchical grouping of the tree-structured semantic shoe attributes for “Toe Shape”.



0
m
dam (am
,
a
)
=
w1
i
e


w2

m
m
m
if [am
i ]1 = [ae ]1 , [ai ]2 = [ae ]2 ,
m
m
m
if [am
i ]1 = [ae ]1 , [ai ]2 6= [ae ]2 ,
m
m
m
if [ai ]1 6= [ae ]1 , [ai ]2 6= [am
e ]2 .

(9)

m
m
If the i-th and e-th item share the Level-1 attribute, then [am
i ]1 = [ae ]1 ; otherwise, [ai ]1 6=
[am
]
.
For
the
Level-2
attribute,
it
follows
the
same
definition.
Based
on
the
weighting
matrix
e 1
Wa , the attribute-based weighted triplet loss Lt over the Rate-1 hard negative pool N1 is
expressed as:
Lt (xip , xia , xnj ) = Wa (i, j)L(xip , xia , xnj ), i ∈ X, j ∈ N1
(10)

4

Dataset Construction

We collect a novel large-scale multi-view shoe dataset (MVShoe) with online-offline image
pairs for training and evaluation of our proposed approach. The images are crawled from
several shopping websites (e.g., Jingdong1 , Amazon2 , and 6pm3 ). As the images from Amazon or 6pm are online clean photos with completely white background, we mainly use
them as the reference gallery photos. Apart from the images, we also crawl the associated
metadata descriptions of the shoe items and these tags can be summarized into 31 types of
semantic shoe attributes (e.g., color, toe shape, heel shape, etc). As the proposed MTV-CNN
largely depends on the attribute labels, we re-annotate these crucial attributes for cleaner
annotation. Eventually, we collect about 9800 and 31050 images from the street and online
shop scenarios in multiple viewpoints with annotated semantic attributes 4 . Some example
images in MVShoe are demonstrated in Fig. 4.

5

Implementation Details

We adopt the high performance VGG 16 Layers model [16] pre-trained on the ImageNet
[13] for initialization because the filters with small receptive field in VGG 16 Layers model
1 https://www.jd.com/
2 https://www.amazon.com/
3 https://www.6pm.com/
4 The

MVShoe dataset is available for download from https://sites.google.com/view/deepshoe
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Shop Scenario

Street Scenario

Fig. 4: Examples of cropped street and shop scenarios images in our MVShoe dataset.
capture fine-grained appearances of shoes, and its output of last convolutional layer makes
semantically-close parts have close distance, both of which benefit the shoe retrieval process.
And the experiments are implemented based on Torch [4]. For optimization, Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) [3] algorithm is used for back propagation and the mini-batch size
is 8 triplets and the corresponding 8 positive bags (8 × 6 = 48 images in total). The learning
rate is initialized at 10−3 , momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 10−4 . We set αv = 0.05,
βa = 0.05 in our experiments. For the training of Fast R-CNN, we follow the experimental
settings in [5] and the positive examples are those cropped images which satisfy IoU5 > 0.7;
otherwise, they are used as negative examples. The attribute-based weighting parameters in
Eq. (9) are experimentally set as w1 = 0.7, w2 = 1.5, w3 = 0.4.

6
6.1

Experiment Settings
Training and Testing Data

Our proposed framework consists of two core components: shoe detection and cross-scenario
shoe retrieval. For the training of shoe detection module, 2292 images are used to learn the
Fast R-CNN model, including the real-world and online shop photos. Each image (usually
with a pair of shoes) is annotated with two ground truth bounding boxes indicating each
single shoe of a pair. We follow the same parameter setting as in [5] and the input region
proposals are generated by Edgebox [25]. For the shoe retrieval procedure, about 3130 shoe
items with several daily shoe photos and online store images of different views are fed into
the proposed MTV-CNN for training. Each shoe item has an associated product item ID that
can help us to find matched and non-matched image pairs for the network training. About
25000 online store shoe images are used as reference gallery and 4400 daily shoe photos are
5 IoU is defined as the intersection of the candidate window with the ground truth box divided by the union of
them.
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Table 1: Top-20 retrieval accuracy on the MVShoe dataset.
Method

Top@1(%)

Top@10(%)

Top@20(%)

DSIFT + Fisher Vector [6]

6.16

13.93

16.32

HessianSIFT + VLAD [1]

7.77

16.52

18.77

Pre-trained VGG 16 Layers CNN (conv5) [16]

14.97

28.83

32.27

Siamese Network [2]

23.47

50.60

58.53

Triplet Embedding Network [14]

33.65

59.24

65.69

Proposed MTV-CNN

37.42

66.87

73.26

used as the queries where each of them has a counterpart in the reference set.

6.2

Comparison Methods and Evaluation Protocol

To analyze the performance of our proposed MTV-CNN, we compare our method with a
variety of approaches. These approaches can be divided into two groups. One group extracts
the hand-crafted feature for retrieval, including (1) Dense SIFT feature followed by fisher
vector encoding (DSIFT + Fisher Vector) [6] with the codebook size set as 64; 2) Hessian
feature with VLAD encoding [1]. The other group utilizes the deep learning methods for
retrieval feature learning. This group includes the following competitors: (1) Pre-trained
VGG 16 Layers CNN: Deep pool5 feature activated from the VGG 16 layers model [16]; (2)
Siamese Netowrk [2]: Two branches of input with the contrastive loss; (3) Triplet Embedding
Network [14]: Three branches of input with the hinge loss. The performance is evaluated
by the Top-K accuracy, which means that if the exactly matched shoes is found in the top-K
list, then it is a successful result.

6.3

Results

6.3.1

Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

Table. 1 demonstrates the Top-K accuracy of our method and the compared methods when
K = 1, 10 and 20. From the experimental results, we find that the deep learning based feature representation has a significant improvement over conventional state-of-the-art retrieval
pipeline. We also compare the MTV-CNN with several other works that utilize the deep
metric learning, Siamese network [19] and triplet network [14]. The CNN model with the
triplet loss is better than that with the siamese network using the contrastive loss by about
9% in Top-20 accuracy, which indicates the triplet network is more suitable for our problem.
Our proposed MTV-CNN achieves the best performances among all the competitors, outperforming the triplet embedding methods by about 6.5% in Top-20 accuracy, which verifies
the effectiveness of our framework learning the semantic view-invariant deep shoe feature
representation in a multi-task manner.
6.3.2

Evaluation of Components

To evaluate the specific contribution of each auxiliary task, the individual tasks are stacked to
the framework one by one and the corresponding retrieval performance is reported as shown
in Table 2. The simplest version is using the triplet network (TN) directly. The other two
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Table 2: Contributions of the auxiliary tasks to the proposed MTV-CNN.
Auxiliary Tasks

Top-1(%)

Top-10(%)

Top-20(%)

TN

33.65

59.24

65.69

TN + AP

33.45

61.90

67.96

TN + VI

35.13

63.60

69.71

TN + AP + VI

35.33

64.60

71.05

Table 3: Contributions of each stage to the proposed MTV-CNN.
Stage

Top-1(%)

Top-10(%)

Top-20(%)

Stage 1

30.74

58.60

65.78

Stage 1 + Stage 2

37.42

66.87

73.26

auxiliary task are simplified as AP for attribute prediction and VI for view invariance, respectively. We can find that the retrieval performance improves gradually as more auxiliary
tasks are added to the framework, which verifies the importance of each auxiliary task. The
model using TN + AP + VI obtains about 3% improvement in terms of Top-20 accuracy
compared to that without VI module, which indicates the effectiveness of the view invariant
loss. Table 3 demonstrates the performance improvements of the hard example weighting
and sampling approach. It can be seen that after two stages of hard negative sampling and selection, the proposed MTV-CNN has about 2.6% improvements over TN+ AP + VI (71.05%)
with randomly triplet selection.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we address the problem of street-to-shop shoe retrieval via a multi-task viewinvariant triplet network, which embeds the feature of images for the same shoes close to
each other. We show that the proposed MTV-CNN is simultaneously solving the task of
the attribute prediction, and preserving the view-invariance, and the main task of triplet loss
is helpful for learning a semantically-aware deep shoe feature representation. Our training
strategy is a stage-by-stage process, progressively selecting the hard examples and assigning
the weights to the triplets based on the semantic attributes to penalize more the hard examples. Negative sample with increasingly challenging examples are mined. We also establish
a novel multi-view cross-scenario large-scale shoe dataset, MVShoe. The experiments performed on our newly built dataset show the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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